The overestimations are due to the observed mean crossreactivity of 0.41% ± 0.04% (SD) ofE1-sulfate in the TRFIA as tested with three different serum samples (containing B2 at 0,230, and 1150 pmol/L) supplemented with four doses of E1-sulfate (range: 200000-700000 pmol/L). These results indicate that, for estrogen supplementation studies, (a) the "direct" assays (e.g., TRFIA) are not specific enough, and (b) assays used for this purpose should be preceded by Student's t-test for paired differences showed no significant difference (P = 0.07) for finger incision and venipuncture results. In the histogram of paired differences (Figure 1) The difference between the potassium content of the two specimen sources was notstatistically significant
Quality Blood Specimens (for Potassium Measurement) with a StandardIzed Finger-Incision Device, Judith H. Lee The finger-incision method of blood collection is becoming increasingly popular for use with new diagnostic technologies that require very little blood (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . However, there is uncertainty about the quality of blood specimens so obtained (7). The lack of a standardized finger-incision device and an accepted protocol may contribute to nonan- Student's t-test for paired differences showed no significant difference (P = 0.07) for finger incision and venipuncture results. In the histogram of paired differences (Figure 1), imprecision was minimal, and specimen site differences were not statistically significant, potassium scatter can be attributed primarily to biological variation.
We noted that the Tenderlett was safe and easy to use and sampling was relatively pain-free. As microsample diagnostic technology and biosensorbased portable instruments continue to advance and become more widely utilized, whole-blood collection by standardized finger incision will become a method of choice The difference between the potassium content of the two specimen sources was notstatistically significant 
